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In-the News ...
Italy's response to Libya
Italy's Prime Minister Bettino Craxi
said that Italy will respond with severity 10 any new Libyan attacks on Italian
territory. A senior aid said that this

meant Italy would take military action.
Sandini.t •• support Qaddafl
Expressing surprise and concern at
what

they

view

as

insufficient

worldwide condemnation
of the
United States air raid on Libya last '
week, Sandintsta leaders have relntorced lies with Libya .. President Daniel
Ortega Saavedra sent a letter of support and condolence to Libyan leader
Qaddafi.

Titan uplosloD
The explosion of Titan rocket last Friday at Vandenberg Air Force.Base in
California hurl national security interests, according 'to aerospace experts.
The loss of an advanced spy satellite,
believed to be on the Titan, could
make negotiations of arms control
treaties with the Soviet Union more
dirticult.
E:lport restrictions
Next month the Reagan Administration will put into effect restrictions on
European exports in retaliation for lost
American food sales to Portugal and
Spain, according to senior European
and American trade officials.
Challenger search ends
The remains of each of the Challenger
astronauts
have been recovered,
NASA said. The end of NASA's ocean
salvage operations for the retreival of
the Challenger's crew compartment
was also announced.
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Turner, Pleasants leave Admissions
tions the Five Step program "and the
establishment of an International Studies
Major. Turner says these have been "great
advancements for the College, while Kenyon
~still retains its commitment to the liberal arts
and-sciences." Growing national recognition
of Kenyon as a fine institution has also impressed Turner. She remarks that Kenyon
students now respond better to the community and have a keener sense of pride in their
school than when she was a student. "I feel
the Institution has become a much more successful co-educational
institution,"
she
observes.
Enthusiasm, stamina, and a memory for
details are qualities Turner deems necessary
in admissions work. These are essential in
dealing with anxious, questioning, and inEllen Turner, Assf1('idle Dire<'/orof Admissions
decisive prospective students.
Turner remarks that her work has enabled
By Andrea Bucey
her to know Kenyon alumni of past and present. "I'm very grateful for the Kenyon lies I
This year Kenyon's Admissions Staff will
have established across the country, and for
lose two of its members. Ellen Turner"
the friendships (I've made)." She insists her
Associate Director of Admissions, and
experience here, as a student and as a
Pamela Pleasants, Assistant Director of Admember of the Admissions Staff, has been
missions, have decided to leave Kenyon in
unique. Her work has given her the oppororder to pursue and strengthen individual
tunity for much travel and she has enjoyed
career plans.
working with a "wonderful" staff.
Turner has worked at Kenyon for six years.
"I love the village and community of GamHer work in the Admissions Office began
bier," stresses Turner, "yet I'm excited about
two weeks after her graduation as a member
of Kenyon's Class of '80.
Future plans for Turner include enrollment
this fall at Harvard where she will be working
to fulfill requirements for a Masters in
Education with an emphasis in Counselling
and Consulting Psychology. Turner says,
though she's still uncertain about definite
Mr. Roger Mandie, Director of the Toledo
plans, she sees herself eventually working
Museum of An, will be the speaker for the
with students at the secondary level through
158th Commencement. Mr. Mandie has been
both college and personal counselling. "It a good friend to Kenyon, giving students
was time to think about graduate school so I special opportunities to work and study in
could further myself in the field of educa- this world-class museum through the auspices
tion," Turner explains.
of our Art History Department and ProTurner notes many changes during the ten fessor Eugene Dwyer. He has visited Kenyon
years she has been at Kenyon as a student and on a number of occasions to lecture and has
as an administrator. Among them she men- helped to organize student internships at the

my graduate school experience because it will
be able to put the experience I've had in the
past six years in a philosophical and
theoretical context. n
"The students and faculty are working well
together LO make Kenyon a place where
education is particularly special," she con-

I

Pam Pleo:>Qfl/s.Assistant Dir('(:fur of Admi,qirms

tmues. "It doesn't just necessarily happen in
the classroom; (education happens) in every
facet of an individual's life." The direction in
which Kenyon is going is a good one. It's
set! TURNER fJ(lf(e eigh/

Museum Director named
Commencement speaker
Toledo Art Museum. Mr. Mandie was instrumental in bringing the extraordinary "EI
Greco of Toledo" exhibition from Madrid to
Washington, Toledo, and Dallas in 1982.
Roger Mandie ts a graduate of Williams
College and New York University; he has
completed internships at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York and at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. In 1974
see COMMENCEMENT
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Averill chosen for Storer Chair in East Asian History

Source, New YOI'"kTimes

On Campus.

stellar Kenyon career

CONCERT

• •

Peirce T.V. VAndalized

Late last Friday evening or early Saturday morning the main tuner component and control panel were removed
from the television in Peirce lounge.
The control panel was later found on
the bushes beneath Peirce. According
to a Security report, damages may
total between S600 and $700.

After a nationwide search and approximately forty interviews, Stephen C. Averill,
an Assistant Professor of History, has been
chosen to fill the James P. Storer Chair in
East Asian History.
An alumnus and trustee of Kenyon, Storer
decided to fund an Asian Chair over a year
ago; his decision was announced last spring.
It was then that the History Department
began its search, redefining the position as an
East Asian chair.
Interviews of about forty candidates were
conducted at the annual meeting of the

American Htsrcrka! Association. Four of
these candidates were later invited to Kenyon
for another interview and to lecture.
The role of the students in deciding who
would hold this position was "prominent,"
said Mr. Reed Browning, Chair of the
History Department. According to Browning, a student selection committee of five or
six students read the files of the candidates,
listened to their lectures and met the candidates. Two of the students then met with a
faculty committee composed of members of
the History Department, and a member of

both the Political Science Department and
the Anthropology Department. A decision
was reached after what Browning called
many "lengthy deliberations." Storer played
no part in the hiring process or decision.
The provisions of the Storer Chair do not
go lmo effect until July I, 1986. Averill
remarks it is too early yet to make predictions
as to specific job changes. He dces,
however. foresee some general changes in
his work in the department. Averill plans to
shift his area of concentration to courses
see

AVERILL

puge

eight
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The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be
signed and typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all materiaJ
while maintaining the original intent of the submission.

Peirce TV vandalized; gone for year
To members of the Kenyon community:
I am writing to express my disgust at an incident that occured this past weekend. The
large-screen T. V. in Peirce was vandalized on
Friday night. Because of this, the T. V. will be
unavailable for use for the rest of the year.
The actions of this one person adversely
affects everyone in the Kenyon community.
Vandalism may be amusing for the immature
aggressor, but it is embarrassing and irritating
for the rest of us. Acts of vandalism only grve
more reasons for the increased security at

Kenyon. Having a T. V. available to the community 24 hours a day is one of the benefits
that Kenyon students can enjoy. When a per-.
son abuses given liberties, we all suffer.
People who commit these senseless acts
shouldn't be at Kenyon; they only make life
worse for the rest of us. It's time for students
to become responsible. Laughing at vandalism only encourages mor-e. It is our
responsibility to condemn vandalism, not
condone it.
Sincerely,
Peter J. Stautberg '86

Honors Day speaker demeans Ransom
To the Editor:

/i:ftUlblished

IllS?

E4itor~l...ctUee Charles Needle
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This letter is to express my disappointment
at the remarks of Robie Macauley during the
Honors Day Convocation.
The absentminded professor story must have endeared
him to those who are faculty wives, who
sometimes seem to take a backseat. While the
time may have come-to stop "beating the
bushes," it served no useful purpose to de-

mean John Crowe Ransom with anecdotes
more appropriate for a cocktail party. These
remarks were not in keeping with the celebration of accomplishment' we gathered together
to acknowledge.
Sincerely.
Eleanor Loucks
Biology Secretary & former
Managing Editor of
The Kenyon Review

Ticket fines generously donated to Senior Challenge '86
To. the Editor:
This leuer more properly should be addressed to the Senior Class Commitlee and to
President Jordan, both of whom saw fil,
recently, to solicil funds from the senior
class. Our response 10 you is: ask Tom
Davidson and Officer #14 for the funds you
seek. We have donated as much to the Col-

lege this year in the form of. unnecessary
parking tickelS than we would have given in
three or four years. Maybe more.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Russell
Merycm Ersoz

Cfn:-ulatWD "Mana:ger:, Jetlni(.tr LaBrunerie
BtUtorial Board:cSc-on Begss, Laurie Cole. Matt Eyerman,
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yon. AdveliisingBureau(KABJ,
a non~profi:t student~rul/i Qrganization, Yearly
subsCriptiOllB are $20.00;. chec:~ should be made payable to The Ken~ Collegian.
Our mailing ~
151Ceb.)'(JD Cdllegian, StudeTitAffairs Center, l'eny6r.i Cgllege,
Cambler. OhiO
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The Family Farm Movement:
confronting a crisis
By ADn Davies
We live in the middle of a cornfield, and
we watch Dan Rather when he dons a flannel
shirt and tells us about the farm crisis. But it

all seems pretty distant from us, right? John
Wettstein, a representative for the Family
Farm Movement, says we should be more

concerned.
In his lecture last Monday (sponsored by
the Peace Wing), Wellstein explained the
United States' "cheap food policy" and the

boom-and-bust cycle of agriculture. In the
U.S. crop prices are not guaranteed,

and

because of this, weustein says, "Farmers are
the only workers in our economy penalized
for high production."
Farmers borrow money from the federal
government and banks 10 put out their crops,
using their land as collateral. In the past there
were high demands for produce overseas, but
recently the stronger dollar has discouraged
farm trade in foreign markets. Other countries are also working on developing their
own agrlcuhure, which is usually subsidized.
With less demand overseas more produce has
been channeled into the domestic market.
With the resulting drop in prices, farmers
borrowed more money 10 produce more.
They were able to do this because their farms
were growing in worth as they bought more
land. In hindsight this was a very reckless
procedure because it was based on the false
assumption that the price of land would continue to increase. When prices dropped even
further, farmers were not able to payoff
!heir loans, and their farms. were foreclosed.

Author to investigate
role of truth in fiction
The New York Timescalls Herbert Gold. "a
fine craftsman, with insights tnro the currents
that draw us together and pull us apart."
Gold has recently been thrown into the
literary spotlight following the release of his
most recent collection of short srones.
Lovers and Cohorts. The Kenyon community
will have the opportunity to hear Gold speak
Monday night at 8 pm in the Biology
Auditorium.
Most noted for a unique writing style seen
in his more than twenty novels. Gold has
developed his own niche in later 20th century
literature. His best known novel, Fathers,
. tells the story of a Jewish immigrant who arrives in America seeking fortune and fame.
Leonard Kriegel says of Fathers. "Gold has
taken the myth of the Jews as wanderers and
molded it into his own purposes. While some
of u.s search for superman, he has been content to write a novel which is decidedly uncontemporary and remarkably good."
The author's topic on Monday will be twofold. First. Gold will explore the role of truth
in writing fiction. To what degree must we be
truthful, and what role does that play in the
expression of the novel itself? He calls this
fundamental fiction writer's problem. ''The
Red Mouse Principle." The sub-topic for the
lecture will be "The Protocols of the Elders
of Bohemia." Here, Gold traces the path of
the remains of the Bohemian sub-culture,
which played a significant role in the 60s, and
about whom Gold has written extensively.
Gold is originally from Cleveland, and is
presently living in San Francisco. The lecture
and Mr. Gold's visit are both being sponsored by the Student Lectureship Committee
as the final lecture in the Commillee's
1985-86 schedule.

This resulted in the price of land going down,
which proved to be unhealthy for both
farmers and banks. When farmers' land is
worth less, they can borrow less and cannot
produce enough to make a profit. When
farmers don't make profits, less money goes
to the banks, leaving some banks in the Farm
Belt on the brink of disaster.
More and more farms are being foreclosed.
"Ironically enough, the more family farmers
we lose, the cheaper food wili get," says Wettstein. Large firms buy up the foreclosed
farms and through tax advantages are able to
drive prices even lower and ruin the market
for other producers. Wettstein cited one
study that predicted by the year 2000,
80-90IlJB of the food in the U.S. will be produced by 50,000 farmers (today there are 2.5
million).
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Philander
By Meryem

Ersoz

Photos and historical irformatlon courtesy of the Kenyon Cottege archives.

No one could ever accuse the Kenyon polo team of horsin' around. They
took their polo serlously-c seriouslv enough to capture the Midwest Intercollegiate Championship.
Polo started at Kenyon in 1935 as a result of the generosity of a Kenyon
alumnus who supplied ponies and financially backed the founding of a School
of Equitation.
The Board of Trustees approved the School of Equitation in
1934, about the same time that the Kenyon School of Aeronautics was getting
off the ground. Traditional liberal arts strikes again!

So why should we worry? Shouldn't we be
happy that we're only spending 111lJB of our
incomes on food while people in other countries spend as much as 50llJB of theirs? Wettstein answers no, for several reasons. First
of all, he argues, it is unjust 10 punish people
for benefiting society and to throw them out
of a lifestyle that they have worked hard to
maintain.
Wettstein also argues that who owns the
land will make a difference. "Land ownership
holds witn it power, power over other
people," he says. As fewer and fewer people
own land, less will be making decisions about
what type of food to produce and how much.
In the short run this may mean more food at
cheaper prices, but, Wettstein asks. what will
happen if those people decided not to produce?
Instead of answering this rather ominous
question, Wettstein outlined a solution that
he feels would break the cycle that is destroying family farming, namely, guaranteed
prices for agricultural products. In this
system the federal government would limit
the amount that each farmer could produce,
then set prices for the product. If companies
refuse to pay this price, the government
would buy the produce. Many people are
against this type of federal regulation, and
even farmers .dislike the thought of the
government controlling how much they
grow, But Wettstein argues that this type of
measure is necessary to preserve the family
farm. an important part of our heritage and a
valuable asset to our economy .
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The polo ream had a brief history- it folded in the 1938 school year- bul it
also had a winning history. It won the Midwest Championship
for two straight
years, beating teams from Ohio State, University of Illinois, Michigan State,
private club teams, the Akron Cavalry learn, and several Eastern teams, such
as Princeton and Cornell.
The 1937-38 team was the first non-Eastern team to participate in the National Intercotlegiate Championship
in New York. The Kenyon team came on
strong, upsetting the previous year's champion, Cornell, twice in succession
before falling to Harvard in the semi-finals.
The Mansfield News-Journal once wrote of the Kenyon polo team, "the 'in'
Kenyon students brought their polo ponies and their own private airplanes to
college." Move over. 8M W!

Coordinator of Women's Studies role may expand
By Sasida Hlmllton
The faculty is currently considering a proposalto formalize and expand the position of
Coordinator of Women's Studies at Kenyon.
The proposal, which was wnnen by Professors linda Smolak (Psychology) and Judy
Smith (English). has been reviewed, revised.
and approved by three faculty committees:
the Coordinating Committee, the Faculty Affairs Committee, and the Academic Policy
Committee; it has yet to be presented to the
entire faculty.
The proposal seeks to expand the position
of Coordinator of Women's Studies-a position that has been held by various faculty
members throughout the years, induding
Linda Smolak, Judy Smith, and Donna
Scott. If the proposal is approved, the College would most likely hire a person on a trial
basis for two years. The person would teach
in an existing discipline and would be given
one-half release time to act as coordinator;

the position of coordinator would not be a
full-time job. The exact details, however, depend upon what the faculty decides.
Professor Smolak suggests thai the position of coordinator would entail two major
tasks. First, the person would coordinate information about all courses concerned with
women's issues; second. the person would
coordinate any interdisciplinary courses with
women's studies content. For example, a student interested in a synoptic major in
Women's Studies would receive help in
organizing a comprehensive collection of interdisciplinary courses and in finding appropriate resources. The coordinator could
also help faculty members interested in including Women's Studies in some of their
courses find pertinent materials.
Another advantage of such a position is
that information pertaining to courses of'fered at Kenyon, symposiums, and offcampus study opportunities would be located

in one place, and therefore would be much
more accessible to students.
Professor Smolak is quick to clarify that
the proposal originated from the facullY,
rather than the administration (as Elizabeth
Lilla's recent ComlMntary wticle suggested).
The proposal is not expected to reach the
floor of the faculty until Mayor September.
In the meantime, the College will most
likely be appointing Professor Smolak as the
coordinator for next year. If appointed, W
would be given one-third release time and
would receive no extra compensation for the
position. She would continue to teach upper
level courses. The Psychology Department
would be willing to hire someone to teach the
sections of introductory psychology that she
would be giving up. The College, however,
has not officially announced its decision.
we WOMEN'S

oagl' jiVI'

_____
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Olin Library pushes Kenyon
into an era of post-modem design
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By Mary Slewart Miller
The Jam once said, "This is the Modern
World." Well, it's not. This is the POSlmodern world, at least in architecture, and
with the appearance of the Olin Library,
Kenyon enters the age of post-modern

I--;-c,-;;--;-;;cc-------Ton;gh'------

Art Exhibit
pus. Yet now that the frame is completely
Honors Day prizewinning works in art are on ~0play along the first floor cor
covered, the Olin gives the impression of
graceful solidity, thanks mainly to its great
ridor of Bexley Hall. The Colburn Gallery, as well as the balcony, have the
height and width. There's a lot of space
continuing works of Christopher Pekoe. Bexley Hall is open during its regular
there-something
we probably won't realize
hours and the Gallery stays open every day until 8:30 pm.
design. Only marginally educated in architec- until the library is in use.
r-------------Friday'-----_-.-----j
tural history,
J make this statement
On the more critical side, I think the Olin's
somewhat hesitantly, but the Olin does ex- geometric patterning gets out of hand in the
Spring Dance Concert
hibit several unmistakable post-modern
small rectangular 'windows in the front.
This Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, the Spring Dance Concert will be taking
elements. The first is the reappearance in CUT- While the large windows are obviously not to
place in the Bolton Theater. Tickets are free with I.D. at the Bolton Box Of.
rent design of color architectural forms. In
be opened and are there to let in light, what
fice. The performance
will be over in time for the Buddy'Rich
Concert in
the case of the Olin, its squared off ends and
of the smaller ones? I have no objections to
Rosse Hall.
peaked middle sections reflect the roofline of ornamental patterns in the building material
Norton and Lewis, and parts of one of Ken- itself, like those mentioned before, but when
Owl Creek Singers Spring Concert
yon's most noted buildings, Ascension Hall. functional elements such as windows become
The Owl Creek Singers will be giving their Spring Concert this Friday at 6:30
However, post-modern architecture does not decorative as well, it's confusing. Additionalpm in Rosse Hall.
seek merely to imitate past architectural
ly, the material within the very large windows
styles, but 10 reinterpret them using moder- which separates the glass into further squares
Street Fair
nist ideals of clarity and simplicity.
and diamonds and triangles may be necessary
Post-modern buildings bring back or- to support such an expanse of glass, but it
On Friday, April 25, 1986, there will be a Street Fair in Gambier. To date, .
namentation, which was shunned by moder- creates an ornateness that seems apart from the
booths include International
Foods, Games, Live musicians, Baskets and side
nist architects, but in a way that reduces or- rest of the building.
walk sales from -Iocal stores. Gaskin Avenue will be blocked off from the
namentation's objectionable fussiness. For
Overall, I like the design of the Olin, but I
Village Market to the Bookstore from 5:30 pm until 10 pm. We hope you will
instance, over the doors in the Olin are two regret the loss of the deep lawn in front of
come out and join us in some fun!
circles. They have no apparent function, and Chalmers, and the modified piazza between
neither do the small rectangles that sit atop the steps that was fun to sit on during sunny
Buddy Rich
the peaks of the roof. They do, however, days. However. to anyone who will genuinely
The Buddy Rich Concert will be taking place this Friday at 10 pm in Rosse
contribute to an overall patterning of miss Chalmers. I hasten to remind them. what
Hall.
geometric shapes in the building, echoed by a bastardized Bauhausian monstrosity it was
I-----------Sa'uroay
-------j
the very large square and diamond windows,
(and is). Chalmers was never a' pretty
Motown
Party
and the rectangular and triangular shapes of building, and I think it's amusing the way the
On Saturday at 10 pm, the Black Student Union is sponsoring a Motown Party
the sections of the building itself. This Olin has been built directly in front of it.
in the KC.
building .ts snowed detail, but detail that is son of shunting it off to the back like an ugly
uncluttered. Within the circles and the small . sister ~
I------------Sunday--------j
rectangles there is no further ornamentation,
Recital
I hope that the Olin will become an arno attempt to make it into anything but a chitectural asset to the campus, and I think
Peter Wilson '86 will be giving a voice recital this Sunday at 8 pm in Rosse Hall.
smooth, flat shape.
that its post-modern design; with the I-.,-----------Monday
------j
The entire building conveys a sense of
Lecture
acknowledgement
of past architectural
smooth flatness due 10 the type of building
forms, helps to unite the building with the
Herbert Gold will be giving a lecture entitled "The Red Mouse Principle: The
material used on its sides. Since just the
rest of Kenyon, as well as being an apRole of Truth in Fiction" in the Biology Auditorium at 8 pm. There will be a
frame was up in September, we were able to
propriate design for such a tradition-oriented
reception following the lecture in Peirce lounge.
see these sides put on. They are made of what
school. One element of post-modernism,
appear to be sheets of pebbly material, slap- however, that the Olin mercifully eschews is
ped up rather disconcertingly, forming walls
the trend's craze for pastel colored exteriors.
which seem a tad more flimsy than walls built
The Olin Library is not pink, and for that we
stone by stone, as in older buildings on cam- can be very thankful.

.'Pajama Game' shows zeal
and enthusiasm
By Cooper Schenck
"The Pajama Game," a Kenyon Musical
Stage production. shown this past weekend,
receives an A for effort. This musical, entirely student produced, directed. and organized
(Megan Swanson, producer and Chris
Toomey,
director)
showed incredible
amounts of zeal and enthusiasm. The case
was energetic and played well off one
another.
The musical was somewhat choppy and a
bit unpolished, although these flaws can be
explained. in part, by 'some last minute complications. The cast obtained permission to
use the Hill Theater only a few short days
before opening night. The cast had formerly
rehearsed in such places as Rosse Hall and
Lower Dempsey. Another.set back was the
fact that the cast first rehearsed with their
pianist the Sunday before they opened.
Perhaps, if given more time to become acquainted with the musical accompaniment
and the Hill Theater, the production would
tlave been more refined. On the othe- hand,
the choreography lacked diversity, and many

songs were exhausted by repetition.
But the show must go on, and it did so with
its head held high. Andy Albrecht, in the
lead role of Sid Sorokln, sang powerfully
throughout the story and was enhanced
greatly by the superior voice of his romantic
interest. Babe Williams, played by Jennie
Lister. The fluctuating relationship of
Heather Lee (Gladys) and wes Reynolds
(Hines) was an entertaining sub-plot within
jthe musical. Susan flinn, a "shop girl" named
Poops le, kept the audience laughing with her
"shop talk" that projected
amazingly
throughout Hill Theater. Glenn Singer also
humored the audience with his portrayal of a
very "frisky" Union President.
The highlighls of the musical included Jennie Lister and the "shop girls" singing "I'm
Not in Love," and the entire cast (using only
cigarette lighters to light their faces) singing
"Hernando's
Hideaway,"
Heather Lee
sparkled
through
the "Hernando's
Hideaway" scene and left the audience in stitches. The cast was full of life and it was evident that they were enjoying themselves and
the people they were working with.
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IOl18 Kenyon RO(l(/
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Ohio State Dance Company joins
Kenyon in Spring Dance Concert
choreographed

by

Kenyon

~~E~~

students.

Jim

Pallas's "Ya-sou!" will lead off the concert
with a Greek-influenced dance that is sure to
be a definite crowd pleascr. Jennifer

•4*************************************~ •
Entre Nous

Russell's

"Duo mix" will show an interesting face off
between James Polk's jazz style and Russell's

modern-ballet style. Sally Hatch will perform
a solo with an interesting blend of blues
music and. slow dance moves. Ted Manley's
"Fulcrum" duet with Tibi Scheflow is an inretesting change from his fall da~ee solo.
Vicki Kinkley's "Prime Suspects" is one of
the more technically difficult as well as being
one of the more avant-garde numbers in rhe
concert. Tibi Scheflow will also perform a
solo that promises to show off her strong
dance style.
The rest of the concert includes Pam Sharnrs dance entitled "87654321." This shows a
varied style from b~th the rest of the concert
and from the dance in which Sharni
~ premiered during Parents' Weekend. In addi~ ricn, Ohio .States' dance is jazz-based with a
~ "gangster" influence.
Finally Maggie Patlan's IWO new dances
TOil I" bU/wm: Vid:ic A.';IIS('.',To'" M"I',.i~, <iliff
are also going to show a stronger and difS/lih
ferent side than previous numbers. The first
By Dayid Schwartz
piece is based upon a very familiar fairytale
with a narration by drama professor Harlene
'The Kenyon College Dance Ensemble will
Marley. Concluding the entire production
present their Spring Dance Concert this Friwill be the grand finale of Strauss music and
day and Saturday at 8 pm in the Bolton
Polka style dance.
Theater. This concert will definitely prove to
The Bolton Theater will be the place to be
be the strongest concert in Kenyon history.
this Friday and Saturday. The concert will be
Included in this program are two new over in more than enough time to see Buddy
dances by Maggie Patton, a special dance
Rich this Friday. Tickets are free with ID and
performance
by the members of the Ohio
are $3.50 to all others and can be chosen
State Dance Company and a premiere dance
from 1-5 prn in the Bohon Theater box office. Don't miss the best concert this
by artist-in-residence Pam Sharni.
In addition, there will be six new dances weekend.

'''lid.

Directed by Diane Kerry; starring Miou Miou
and Isabelle Huippert ; 110 minutes; 1983;French with subtitles.
Entre Nous is the story of two young
women and their very different lives. It can
be compared to a French "Big Chill" dealing
with joys and boredom of married life. The
film traces a decade in two women's lives.
Through flashbacks we can see the progressions of the marriages in 1942 and 1952. The
two very different marriages are based upon
love, money. and convenience. Entre Nons
is, however. more than a French how-to
book on marriage. h is a powerful view on
life.
Without giving too much away. this film is
a remarkable work of cinematography as well
as acting. Even though half of the film can be
considered expository. you will not mind it
due to the brilliant nature of the photography
and editing. Don't miss the cream of the crop
in modern French drama.-David
&hwarll.

Ordinary People

eastern and even middle-eastern countries as
well. Highlights range from an exotic journal
entry written by Duffy Lord recounting a
cremation she witnessed on a beach in India,
to a short story written by James Barwick
describing Israel as seen through the eyes of a
camel.
"We hope to have an opening for the Journal Friday. May 2 in Acland House for all
interested students and faculty." remarked
Staveley. Artwork from students who have
studied abroad will be on display then. as
well as scrapbooks from returning students.

Commencement
Speaker

'

...

Woodstock
Directed by Michael Wadleigh; starring Joe
Cocker, Crosby, Stills and Nash, Sly and the
Family Stone; 1970; 184 minutes.

Blow-Up
Directed by Robert Redford; starring
Timothy Huuon, Mar,)' Tyler Moore, and
Donald Sutherland; 1980; 121 minutes.

By Nina Butrick

younger (Hulton) is smoothed over by
wealthy statusnik parents Sutherland and
M.T.M. The film wisely Iocuses on Hutton
(in an Oscar-winning job) as he tries to adjust
to the real world and cold-tuna folks after his
breakup.
The emotions, and everything else about
the film. are repressed and latently spooky.
This really is an emotional gut-wrcncher, due
to a nicely realistic script and especially the
performances, which are simultaneously
touching and funny. Hutton is great, and
Sutherland
was sadly neglected for a fine.
low-key performance. And. of course, you
get to see our lillie Mary go off the deep end:
you always knew that she was a repressed
basket case, didn't you? Avoid the commercials and stop by Rosse for a very good
movie. - Bob Breck

Experience that incredible cultural happening, that unique celebration of peace, love
and music which triumphantly culminated
the Age of Aquarius. The performances of
Joe Cocker, Arlo Guthrie, Jirni Hendrix,
Santana, The Who, Joan Baez, and many
others are captured by faultless cinematic
techniques that won the 1970 Academy
Award for Best Documemary Feature.
To be sure. woodstock is a film not to be
missed.

OCS publishes its first literary journal
The Off-Campus
Studies Office is
publishing a journal to debut this weekend
emirled "Off the Hill: A Literary Journal of
Off-Campus Minds."
"Off the Hill" is a collection of poems,
short stories. and essays written by current
and returning students about their experiences studying abroad.
Under the guidance and supervision of
Off-Campus
Studies
Director
Jane
wemhoener, co-editors Lee Tucker and Ruth
Stavdey and assistant editor Lisa Brown have
organized the premier issue of "Off the Hill."
in hopes that it will become an annual
publication. -We have had several students
express an interest in continuing the Journal
in future yean." says Tucker. "-amoDJ
those. James Sokol (who spent this year in
Nantes, France). Tom Morris. and Steve
Manella (both of whom will study at The
University of Exeter next year)."
"Off the Hill" originated after students
returning from abroad mC'J in October to
discuss re-adjustins to Kenyon. The Journal
Wasseen as a way to preserve the memories of
S!udyiltJ abroad and provide a creative insight into the rich experience of tntvel.
TUcker conceived of the publication u -.
creative way to intcsrace our year abroad into
life at Kenyon."
Although most of the entries concern
EurOiJean countries, there are writinp from
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I'm writing this on Sunday evening, while
this film is being rerun on NBC in the
background. Oh, well. For those of us lacking enough emotional trauma in our lives,
KFS gives us (uncut] Redford's directing
debut about an uptight Chicago family slowly cracking up. The accidental death of an
older so.n and the attempted suicide of the

Women's
Coordinator
Contl'fUM from

pal((!

thm

If the proposal is approved. a person
would most likely be hired on a tria! basis for
two years. If the position were formalized
C(I1Ili/lllf.'dlrml/
f101!t' (111('
and expanded, it would enable students and
he was awarded a National Endowment for
faculty to pursue their interests in issues
the Ans Fellowship. Recipient of one of only
relating to women with sreater ease.
seven 1983 Governor's Awards in Ohio, Mr.
Professor Smolak, who is acting as the
Mandie deserves his hiBh reputation for-his. coordinator this year, has been compiling a
supervision and proliferation of fine acquisilist of counes CUJTellt.lybeing taupt that
lions for the Museum and for the improVC'- have women's studies content. The list names
IIIt!Ittof its physical plant. A fine speaker and
twenty-nine courses that instructors have
author of many articles on Dutch 18th cen.
designaled as havins substantial women's
tury paintinp and the professional and
studies comau. They ranae over all depart_
public concerns of museum administration.
ments and are tauahl by both male and
Kenyon may anticipate his fine contribution
remale faculty members. The lise should be
to our Commencement ceremonies.
available within the next two weeks.

Directed by Michclanglo Amonioni; starring
David Hemmings and Vanessa Rcdgrave;
1966; 110 minutes.
David Hemmings plays a self-indulge",
photographer in the free-swinging london of
the mid·I960s. A series of his pholOgrapher.s
make him think that he has. witnessed a
murder. Blow-Up is a provocative film about
the dilemma of a man trapped in a lifestyle
of inaction and ncn-commument.

ISRAEL HOROVITZ'S
"RATS"
directed by
MAURA MINSKY
slarring
ADAM DAVIDSON
CHRIS TOfT
and introducing
DESMOND DAVIS
and

ELAINE MAY'S
"ADAPTATION"
directed by
STEPHEN BYRON
starrins
LlESl CLARK C. DAVID OOlTRllL,
II
ROBERT HOLMES CHARLES TAYLOR
SUNDAY. APRIL 21, 1986 81 2:00 in the
HILL THEATRE

'.
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Lady Netters retain undefeated- record
By Caroline Stirn
Many are familiar with Kenyon's rich
history of a babbling river named Kokosing,
a Bishop with a dream, literary reviews and
the Lords of the water, but what many may
not know yet is that the Kenyon Ladies Tennis Team is steadily working their way
toward joining that famed list of traditions.
Following the 9-0 sweep of the Oberlin
Yeowomen this past Saturday, the young
Kenyon Ladies extended their undefeated
streak with an impressive 7-0 record overall.
(The Lady netters in their last four dual competitions can post a spectacular 35-1 record in
individual matches. After a disappointing

loss last year to the Oberlin squad, 5-4, the
Ladies returned this spring more determined
than ever to send the pack of red skirted
volleyers home. And send them home they
did, as the Lady Aces rolled through their
single matches easily, without yielding a
single set. Claire Howard, enjoying the thrills
of success this season, defeated Oberlin's
number one player by the score of 6-3, 6-3, in
a pairing which has been a great rivalry over
their careers. While on the second court
sophomore Lynne Schneebeck, although
having just returned from an elbow injury, i
showed no signs of physical disrepair as she
crushed the Yeowcman's feisty number two,
6-1,6-3.

But lest you think that star studded play
can only be seen-on the first two courts the
Ladies continued to show their depth with
the addition of the fired-up Freshmen crew.
With . Number Six singles swinger Grace
Gerdner, breezing through her contest, tallying scores of 6-1, 6-2, the up and coming
Ladies continue to look unbeatable for the
future.
With a 6-0 lead heading into the doubles,
the Ladies set out on the coons ready for the
opposing fast-paced duos. The number one
team of Howard and Schneebeck, after pulling off a close three setter in G.L.C.A.'s
earlier this month, wasted no time Saturday
afternoon in dominating Oberlin's highstrung twosome, 6-3, 6-1. In second doubles

Julie Kipka and Clara Campbell added
another victory to their strong Freshmen
record, as did Freshmen Wendy Gould with
senior partner Kate Simoni, who recently
confirmed the announcement that she would
indeed pursue competitive tennis following
her graduation in May.
The Kenyon Lady Aces travel to Wittenberg this Wednesday 5efore confronting
Allegheny this coming weekend. As the
Ladies buckle down for their last three
matches they are also well aware that they
will be facing the toughest competition yet.
However, with excitement mounting and vi-,
stone of gold-plated skirted statuettes for all
in sight, the Ladies appear anxious yet eager
to continue _their winning ways.

Lords lose to Denison 16-10
By Darryl Shankle

>II

Many goals
were scored
in last
Wednesday's Denison-Kenyon
lacrosse
match here in Gambier. Unfortunately, the
Big Red knocked in six more than the Lords,
winning 16-10.
The first period saw a well-played 15
minutes by both teams. After that first
period, Kenyon appeared ready to upset
last year's NCAC champs. Junior Doug
Hazel netted the Lords' first goal at 1;09, CUIring a Denison lead to 2-1. Sophomore Brad
Bohn tied the score at 2;18, setting the stage
for a big second quarter.
The middle two periods broke any hopes
Kenyon had of defeating the Big Red. I;>U's
patient offense outshot Kenyon's 36-11 in the
first half, and 7 shots went for scores. Meanwhile, the Lords missed some very good opportunities fo score, shooting into the thick
of the Denison defense, or getting shots stopped by the Big Red's goalie.
The third period was even worse, as the
team from Granville shredded the nets for 8
goals. Allowing just one, the Big Red defense
could rest with a 15-3 lead going into the final
period.

Kenyon made a game out of it by striking
back with 7 goals. Senior Brian Bohn scored
all of his four goals in the last two periods,
including three in less than a five minute
span. Freshman Jeff Alpaugh, senior Joe
Masterson, Brad Bohn, and Hazel scored
single goals in the last period.
Goalies Bill Broda and Peter Houston
stopped a total of 17 shots.
A mistake had been made in calculating
Brian Bohn's career goals. In adding up his
total goals, it was discovered that Bohn had
seven exira goals to his credit. With his four
goals against Denison, he now has a career
total of 1M. The Kenyon career goal record
had been 98, set by Dave Cronin from
'70-'73. His record tieing goal came against
Oberlin on April 5. That 98th goal came with
5:27 remaining in the second period on an
assist from Martin. His 99th and recordbreaking goal came against the College of
Wooster three days later. It was the first of 17
Lords' goals, and it came on another assist
from Martin, this time with 12: 13 left in
period one.
The Lords hosted OSU yesterday. Their
last three games are at Michigan State on
Saturday, at Wittenberg on Tuesday, and
home to Colorado College on Friday, May 2.
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Ladies lacrosse wins two of three
By Ben Strauss
The Kenyon College women's lacrosse
team lost a tough game to Denison University
here Saturday, 8-7, dimming their hopes fOT a
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
championship. In other games, however, Kenyon had much better results, beating the
University of Rochester, 11-2 on Friday
afiernoon, and then beating the University of
Michigan, 12-3 in their second game on
Saturday.
Against Roche-Ster on Friday, the Ladies
scored an amazing eight goals in just over
seven minutes at the start of the game, and
then coasted to the victory. Sophomore Tory
Wright scored five goals, and four in the first
six minutes, while junior Hilary Fordyce added two goals Mid three assists. Junior Cynthia
Lawrence had two goals, and sophomore
Jessica Brown scored a goal and added two
assists. Goaltender Christine Movies. a
sophomore, made sixteen saves for the
Ladies.
In their biggest game of the season, the
Ladies almost upset Denison a second time
this season, but the Big Red was too powerful
and scored two goals in the last two minutes
to claim an 8-7 victory, moving DU into first
place in the conference. For Kenyon, Brown
had two goals and two assists, while Fordyce
also had two goals. Moyles was spectacular in
goal, finishing with 21 saves, making many
of them on shots taken from point-blank
range, thus keeping the Ladies In the game
until the end.
"'We really played a good game (vs. DU),"
said Ladies head coach Sandy Moore. "I
don't think that we were tired in the end, as
much as we were nervous. Denison is just a
great team."
In their second game on Saturday, the
Ladies beat up on the University of
Michigan, taking a 7-1 halftime iead and
coasting the rest of the way. Wright, among

the leaders in the NCAC scoring race. had
three goals and one assist, while sophomore
Gay Wierdsma also had three goals. Fordyce
scored two goals and had an assist, and
Brown and Lawrence each added two goals.
Kenyon goalie Moyles, among the leading
goalies in the NCAC, made nine more saves,
capping off an outstanding weekend. - 1-

l.c/("ws,W Luclic's hu/l/e f(}e.~

The Ladies are now 7-3 overall, and 3-2 in
the NCAC, and hosted Ohio Wesleyan
University on Wednesday. Wooster and Ohio
University visit Gambier Saturday.

FDU
Insidl' t·Rn HIIII
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Kenyon coaches will miss senior Krieg Spahn
By Darryl Shankle
They call him "Hulk." At 6', 220 pounds,
he is built like a Mack {ruck. Probably the
strongest person on campus, senior Krieg

Spahn is the epitome of the true scholar
athlete.

Strength coach Doan Akers had this 10
say about Spahn. "Krieg is one athlete who~e
dedication

in

the

weight

room

Another remarkable accomplishment is
that Spahn has consistently played three
sports throughout his stay at Kenyon. He has
earned 10 out of 12 possible varsity letters in
football (4), basketball (2), and baseball (4).
Secondly, he has maintained a steady and
consistently good grade point average in the
midst of long, hard hours of practices and

. Finally, Spahn has accomplished just
about all he ever wanted in coming to Kenyon. He wanted to play sports while in college, and he was given the opportunity to
play any sport at Division III Kenyon.
In football, Spahn was a running back and
a punter. As a senior, he made the AII-NCAC
team as an Honorable Mention selection at
punter, averaging 36.1 yards a kick, In playing all but two games in four years, Spahn, as
a fullback, rushed for 528 yards on 160 carries. He was mainly used in the backfield,
however, as a blocking back. Number 46 was
consistently seen opening holes for classmate
Malt Lampe.

IS

unbelieveable. He has never missed a
workout, even with his in-season and
academic commitments." Akers noted thai
over four years, Spahn improved on lifts like
the power clean (211 in 1982, 295 in 1986)

and the bench press (262-344). "Krieg was
dedicated to achieving his goals, and his example is one that I point out when someone
doesn't have thc commitments Krieg has had.
I really hate !O see him go. He has been a
pleasure to work with."

A member of the National Strength
Coaches Association, Akers is able to
nominate one athlete {Q be an All-American
in strength training. Spahn was Akers' 1986
nominee, and the native of Oregon, Ohio was
chosen as one of 50-odd athletes across the
nation and all of its colleges and universities.
Spahn's accomplishments in strength training
were deservedly listed alongside the likes of
All-American linebacker Larry Kolic of Ohio
State and his personal feats.

seasons. He will graduate next month with a
3.26 GPA as a biology and math major.

In basketball, Spahn played in over 40
games in 21(, years. As a sophomore, he was
the Lords' third leading scorer and re-.'
bounder. His best performance came in the
next to last game of his sophomore year, as
he nailed 9 of te shots (18 points), and grabbed 8 rebounds in a 79-65 loss {Q Mount
Union.

Kri<,.~Spahn

In baseball, Krieg is one of this year's team
captains. His current .333 batting average
(after 22 games) is the seventeenth best in the

"86

Desbordes and company win another
By Ben Strauss
The Kenyon Lords baseball team beat
Capital last Wednesday, 3-2 to make it five
. out of their last six, but then lost both games
of a doublheader Saturday to Allegheny College, 5-4 and 10-7. Sunday's games were then
rained out and the Lords now stand at 5-20
overall, and 3-11 in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC).
Against Capital, the Lords worked their
usual magic in the ninth inning, and again it
was senior Tony Desbordes who delivered the
finishing blow, as he has done many times
this season. Capital got on the scoreboard
first, with a single run in the third inning o.ff
starting pitcher Dave Adams. However, 1I1
their half of the third, Kenyon battled back
to take the lead as freshman Tim Keller connected on a two-run double, scoring senior
Chris Schwarz, and freshman Richard Martin, and the Lords had a 2-1 lead.
In the top of the fifth, Capital loaded the
bases with no outs against Adams, but the
freshman hurler retired the side giving up only one run, thai on a sacrifice ny. With the
score tied Adams seemed to get monger
with each 'inning, while the 'Lords bats were
also coming alive, as they threatened in both

Phone 814-397·3303

the seventh and eighth innings. In the bottom
of the ninth, sophomore John Rhcads singled, and then moved to third base on an errant
pick-off attempt by the Capital pitcher. Doing the only thing they could, Capital inten •
tionally walked sophomores Nick Riggs and
Jim Bush in order to create a force at any
base. This brought up Desbordes who promptly hit a Ily ball deep enough to score
Rhoads from third base, and the Lords had a
3-2 win.
In the first game of the doubleheader
Saturday, the Lords fell behind early, their
bats falling silent. In the fifth inning,
however, Kenyon came alive, scoring a run as
a result of senior Wally Danforth's double.
The Lords scored again in the sixth, and were
trailing 5-2 going into the bouom of the
seventh. Kenyon didn't give up, though, as
Martin led off the inning with a single. He
advanced to second on another single by
Bush, and Keller, who went the distance on
the mound, helped his cause by slugging a
double deep into right centerfield to score
both Martin and Bush. Keller remained at second with the meat of the lineup coming to
the plate. But this time the seniors were
unable to produce, as Kreig Spahn and
Desbordes both fell victim to strikeouts while

Hours: 9:JO.5:30

Fri. 9:30-8:00
Closed Sunday

Gospel Supply Shop
Your camplettl! line of Christian need'
Good seJection of albums and cassettes.

.SUNn De80ard

EI_BueIi

117S.MalnSt.
Mt. Vernon, OH 43050

North Coast Athletic Conference. Only
teammate Tony Desbordes has a higher
average (0406). Also, his powerful upper
body has allowed him to be one of the team
leaders in horneruns every year.
While at Eastwood High School near
Toledo, Spahn, a 4.042 student (highest GPA
in school history), decided that he wanted to
go to med school to study osteopathic
medicine. A few months ago, his dream came
true. Spahn will be attending Ohio University's School of Osteopathic Medicine in the
fall.
When asked why he chose Kenyon College
to further his studies, Spahn replied, "I lived
in a small town, and a big school like Ohio
Slate had no appeal for me. Also. here at
Kenyon were some very enthusiastic coaches
who were excited about my being able to play
alot. And the fact that Kenyon was a good
academic school, and that I wanted 10 go to
moo school, helped."
Krieg Spahn's accomplishments in the
classroom and on the field of sport (or
sports, for him) should be commended. He is
himself "obviously pleased with the athletic
accomplishments and reaching moo school."
But, for him, he has got a lot of help in his
time. He sincerely extends a heartfelt thanks
to his father Tony, and mother Jan, and little
sister Kristin for all their help and support in ~
enabling him to accomplish what he has during his four years at Kenyon.
A true scholar-athlete, Krieg Spahn.

Danforth flied out to centerfield, and the
Lords comeback attempt had fallen short at
5-4.
In the second game, both teams jumped on
the scoreboard early and often. The Gators
scored two runs in the first, three in the second, and two in the fifth off Kenyon starter
Spahn. Kenyon didn't roll over, however, as
'they tallied three runs of their own in the first
inning, one in the second, three in the fourth,
tying the game at seven after five innings. But
that was the end of the Lords offense as
Allegheny shut them down while scoring
three more times themselves for a 10-7 vic.
tory.
Kenyon's runs came when Martin led-off
the first inning by drawing a walk. Bush then
reached first on an error, and cleanup hitter
Spahn cleared the bases with a three-run
homer. In the second, junior Jim Hinkle
struck out, but reached first as the Gators
catcher was unable to hold onto the ball. A
sacrifice by Martin advanced Hinkle to second from where he scored on a double by
Bush. In the fourth, Kenyon scored three more
times, as Hinkle~eached first on an error. He
then advanced to third on a double by Bush
and scored on a wild pitch, while Bush advanced to third base. Keller followed with a
walk, and then Spahn came through once
more with a double that scored Bush and
Keller.
In the do.ubleheader, Martin, Danforth,
Bush, and Spahn each contributed their share
of the offense collecting four hits apiece.
Spahn also had two extra-base hits, including
his third home run of the season, and his
fifth double.
Next weekend, the Lords will travel to
Oberlin for four NCAC games with the first
place Yeomen.

Golfers challenge foes
By Peter Stautberg
The Kenyon Golf Team completed play in
its own Kenyon-Denison Invitational feeling
encouraged, but frustrated. 27-holes were
played at Denison's Granville Golf Club on
Friday. Kenyon accepted the challenge and
played well, leading a lethargic Denison after
18 holes, bUI wound up trailing them after 27
holes. Mike Wong played the Granville track
with an uncanny famillanry. After a sufficient front-nine score of 41, Wong got his
game together and fired a 2-under 34 on the
very difficult back-nine. Along with Wong's
superior 75, John Doyle shot 78, and Tim
Harned turned in an 82.
Going into the second day at Apple Valley,
Kenyon was hoping a strong home-course ad"anlage would propel them past Denison.
Due to the length of time it was taking to
play, the second day was shortened from 27
holes to 18 holes. The Lords appeared shaky
in the beginning as they found the greens to
be more difflcultthan they appeared. When
the Lords took to the back nine, they looked
much better and the scores showed this.
Senior Captain Peter Stautberg finally got his
act together turning in a 790n the long Apple
Valley course. Wong again played well with a
score of 80 giving him the [ow team member
total. Also contributing were Joe Fiedor and
lJoug Bayuk. each with 83. The team lost to
Denison by only one stroke, and finished in to:t
8th place out of 15 teams overall.
Next week the Lords go to Springfield 10 '
play in Wiuenberg's invitational. The NCAC
championships arc in three weeks at Avalon
Lakes, near Cleveland. The team is hoping
for strong performances from all members.
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Turner, Pleasants leave
COIl/inlier/from
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been a pleasure to work here for the past six
years."
Pleasants began her work in the Admissions Office in 1983, a few months after her
graduation from Kenyon. Her work here was
intended lO s<;,rve as 11 basis for her future
decision about career plans; she wanted 10
discover whether admissions was something
she wanted as a career or whether her work in
thai area would be temporary.
Through her work at Kenyon, she has
decided to pursue Educational
Administration. She leaves Kenyon for the position of
Associate Director of Admissions at Choate
Rosemary Hall in Wallingford,
Connecticut.
Like Turner,

Pleasants

Among those qualities necessary for admissions work, Pleasants lists personality and
counselling skills. She remarks that a
knowledge as to how to approach each type
of student is important, especially in being
able to deal with nervous high school seniors.
Director of Admissions, John Anderson,
concludes, "It's marvelous that (Ms. Turner
and Ms. Pleasants) arc going on to some
great opportunities, but there will be a big
void in this office and in the College which
will be hard for us to fill. The kind of service
they have given to Kenyon is really extraordinary; we in Admissions will miss them very
much both as colleagues and as friends."

also was accepted

into Harvard's Master of Education program, but she chose to defer. She claims,
"Working at Choate will give me an idea as to
which avenue (of administration) I prefer."
"The changes I've seen here have been
positive changes," says Pleasants, recalling
the Crozier Center for Women, the increase
in Kenyon's awareness' nationally and the
growth in applications.for admission to the
College. Abo Pleasants observes more of a
commitment
within the Administration
toward mmonty recruiting.
Pleasants recalls personal changesas well,
"I've seen myself grow and become a lot more
confident. I have found out more about Kenyon and what it has to offer." She continues,
.,."1 do feel commited to Kenyon," Pleasants is
grateful for the support of faculty members
she received as a student and as an administrator. She maintains, "I have found
,op.t more about myself and skills I had that I
didn't know I had."

Averill
Continued from ml.~eline

dealing with Asian History. Also he will be
assisting in an International Studies senior
seminar and doing his own research. He
plans "to raise the profile of the study of Asia
generally and East Asia in particular here at
Kenyon."
Along with a change in areas of concentration, Averill has a few personal goals, A
manuscript of a book he has been working on
is now near completion. Also, Averill has
begun work on the possibility of an exchange
program with the People's Republic of
China. He says it is likely there will be a
student from China here in the fall.
Along with the establishment of the Storer
Chair comes the addition of a non-Western
history requirement to the History Major.

CHALMERS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Extended Library Hours
Spring 1986
Through Sunday
April 27
Beginning Monday April 28 through Friday May 9

Regular

Monday-Saturday
Sunday

Hours

8:30 am-2:00 am
9:30 am-2:00 am

Students majoring in history will now be required to take a course focusing on some area
of the world other than Europe or the United
States.
Averill sums up his feelings on filling the
Storer Chair: "It's self evident that it is an
honor; it's nice to be here. It will be nice to
see a lot of smiling faces in my classes next
year."
Says Browning, "The Department is
delighted. We're grateful to Mr. Storer and
/ delighted to have the services of Mr. Averill."

SUMMER JOBS
lNaEVFLAND
Ohio's leading consumer lobby has
summer/F.T
openings
on its
issues/electoral
staff. legislative
campaigns involve utility rate and
insurance
rate reform,
and environmental issues. Get involved in
progressive
politics.
Call Ohio
Public Interest Campaign,
(216)
831·5200, for information or interview.

May 10
May II

.8:30 a.m.-6:oo

p.m.

CLOSED

Aerobics!!
SUMMER JOBS IN
CLEVELAND

Delivery
is HOT!!

UntiI2A.M.
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Village Market
427-2801

PBX 2299 or 229B
Delivery

Every day in KC at 4: 15

The country's leading advocate of
fair employment
practices seeks
progressive
political
men and
women for staff positions. Join 9
to 5 National
Assdciarion
of
Working Women. Be part of the
solution.
Starting pay $180 per
week. For interview or information (216) 566-9308.

in 30 minutes

•..

Open 8

a.m,

to 6

Monday

Joy Kahn

& Jane Lanier
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- Saturday

Professional Resumes

Fate Office Supply
100 S. Main Siree.
Mount Vemon,Ohio 43050
Hours: 9 am - 5 pm
393-4050
1-IlOO·345·7813

Summer

Fall

Spring

WASH INGTOIi.II
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD

su,~:r

After Friday May 9
Saturday
Sunday

Office Supplies
Xerox Copying
Special rates for bulk

INI ...

J.fI.llf ...

SI_I

97·7453

Full Academic YearsIn
• Oxford University
• L.S.E •
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
Ihrough Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Diractorof Studies for the
Center for Quality Education'
Abroad {in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloit, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British.
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
Admissions, Director CQEAI
WlSC, Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
1212-724'0804/724-0138).
(EO/AA)

